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K3 Solutions has a comprehensive suite of security services that address our customers’ business and operational requirements of protecting valuable information
and internal infrastructures. K3 combines subject matter expertise with mature assessment processes to provide a complete solution that helps our customers enhance their security posture, reduce risk, facilitate compliance, and improve operational efficiency.

Features
K3’s consultants provide an unparalleled source of expertise to identify new and
evolving threats to prevent security incidents. Our cybersecurity services include:
 Compliance & Certification—Our solutions offer assessments tailored to address regulatory issues for government, financial services, healthcare customers mapped to the following standards:
 ISO/COBIT/NIST/FedRAMP—Government
 PCI DSS—Finance and Retail
 FFIEC/GLBA/FDIC/NCUA—Financial Services, Banks, and Credit Unions
 HIPAA/HITECH—Health Exchanges, Providers, and Payers
 SOX—Publically traded companies
 Security Testing & Risk-Based Assessments— Our solutions analyze our
customers current state and make recommendations on how to improve the
security landscape. We provide the following services:
 Penetration Testing—Focused on applications and processes at the
client machine and user level.
 Enterprise Information Security Risk Assessment—Evaluation on the
state of security program with proposed risk reduction mitigation plans.
 General Controls Audit—Review of existing governance and control
policies.
 Information Security Assessment & Risk Analysis—Risk-based assessment of existing security practices.
 Managed Security Services — Our support includes providing our subject
matter expertise to extend existing security capabilities for cloud, social media,
mobile, and BYOD. Our consultants focus on delivery of independent security
guidance, standards-based technical controls validation and remediation development to reduce security costs while strengthening the overall security posture.
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Benefits
Our comprehensive cybersecurity solutions provide the following key differentiators :
 Available certified security experts (CISSP, CISA, CISM, GCIA, CSOA)
 Significant industry experience in Government, Financial Services, and
Healthcare

